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In this work the photoluminescence (PL) of CoxFe3�xO4 spinel oxide nanoparticles under pulsed UV laser

irradiation (lexc ¼ 270 nm) is investigated for varying Co/Fe ratios (x ¼ 0.4/2.5). A broad emission in the

green spectral range is observed, exhibiting two maxima at around 506 nm, which is dominant for Fe-

rich nanoparticles (x ¼ 0.4, 0.9), and at around 530 nm, that is more pronounced for Co-rich

nanoparticles (x > 1.6). As examinations in different atmospheres show that the observed emission reacts

sensitively to the presence of water, it is proposed that the emission is mainly caused by OH groups with

terminal or bridging metal–O bonds on the CoxFe3�xO4 surface. Raman spectroscopy supports that the

emission maximum at 506 nm corresponds to terminal OH groups bound to metal cations on

tetrahedral sites (i.e., Fe3+), while the maximum around 530 nm corresponds to terminal OH groups

bound to metal cations on octahedral sites (i.e., Co3+). Photoinduced dehydroxylation shows that OH

groups can be removed on Fe-rich nanoparticles more easily, leading to a conversion process and the

formation of new OH groups with different bonds to the surface. As such behavior is not observed for

CoxFe3�xO4 with x > 1.6, we conclude that the OH groups are more stable against dehydroxylation on

Co-rich nanoparticles. The higher OH stability is expected to lead to a higher catalytic activity of Co-rich

cobalt ferrites in the electrochemical generation of oxygen.
Introduction

Metal oxide nanostructures are a promising class of materials
for a variety of applications in catalysis, energy storage and
sensor technology1–4 due to their unique chemical and physical
properties, including large specic surface, high electronic
conductivity, and low toxicity, as well as inexpensive produc-
tion.1,2,5,6 In recent years, the suitability of metal oxide nano-
structures for generating “green energy” has come to the fore. In
photoelectrochemical cells (PECs), solar energy is stored by
generating hydrogen using a catalytically active material.7–9 Due
to their outstanding electrochemical activity and stability,
spinel-type oxides with the empirical formula, AxB3�xO4 (with A,
B ¼ Mg, Ni, Co, Fe,.) are promising candidates for technical
applications in PECs,7,10–12 in photocatalytic processes and
electrochemical energy storage7,13,14 as well as in rechargeable
metal–air batteries,15–18 respectively. The catalytic efficiency of
spinel-type oxide nanocatalysts depends on their size, shape,
composition and, in particular, on the nanoparticle surface
with its defect structure and adsorbed molecular species.19–29 A
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common method to examine the surface of catalytically active
metal oxides is photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. PL
spectroscopy can be used to investigate surface-active sites on
the spinel oxide catalysts in connection with adsorption or
photocatalytic processes.30,31

For a variety of catalytically active metal oxide materials, like
(iron doped) TiO2 nanocrystal lms,32 HfO2

33 or ZrO2
34 nano-

particles as well as ThO2
35 or Al2O3

36–38 bulk materials, it is
quite typical to observe a broad emission band with a maximum
in the green spectral range. Even if this emission band is well
recognized and has been known for decades, the underlying
mechanism is still controversially discussed. It is oen assumed
that the broad green emission is caused by the presence of
oxygen defects in different oxidation states.33,39–41 Models have
been postulated that assume optical transitions from the
conduction band edge to oxygen defect states40 or transitions
from oxygen defect states to the valence band.41 Other concepts
do not assign the observed green emission to optical transitions
between energy bands and (bulk) defect levels, but to emission
centers on the metal oxide surface. On the one side, the PL of
insulating oxides such as alkaline earth oxides is related to
surface excitons and results from charge transfer processes
involving metal and oxygen ions on the surface.31,42 This emis-
sion is sensitive to atmosphere and can usually only be detected
aer treatment at high temperatures in vacuum and with the
exclusion of quenching gases such as oxygen.31 On the other
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915 | 33905
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Table 1 Initial weights and molar ratios of Co(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3
used for the synthesis of the CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles and chemical
composition x

Co(acac)2 Fe(acac)3

CoxFe3�xO4
an/mmol m/mg n/mmol m/mg

0.25 64 1.25 441 0.4 � 0.035
0.50 129 1.00 353 0.9 � 0.025
0.75 193 0.75 265 1.6 � 0.005
1.00 257 0.50 177 2.0 � 0.025
1.25 321 0.25 88 2.5 � 0.3

a x determined by EDX (Table S2).
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side, the broad green emission of metal oxides is explained by
molecular adsorbates bound to the metal oxide surface.38,43 The
molecular species that are usually linked to the emission are OH
groups that are bonded to surface metal cations.36,38 When
exposed to UV irradiation, photoinduced OH radicals can form
and be brought into an excited electronic state.44 The vibration
properties and thus the subsequent radiative recombination
process as well as the emission wavelength are very sensitive to
the environment and the binding of the OH species.44–46

Another molecule that is always present on the surface of metal
oxides in ambient conditions is molecular oxygen (O2). Molec-
ular O2 can also be excited under UV irradiation, causing
emission lines in the UV/blue spectral range and thus
contribute to the broad metal oxide emission.47

The emission behavior of CoxFe3�xO4 (nanoparticles) under
UV excitation is almost completely unknown. The limited
literature on this topic describes emissions that differ greatly,
especially in the energetic position of the emission bands, and
no clear picture of the emission cause exists.48–51 A systematic
investigation of the emission behavior of CoxFe3�xO4 and the
cause of the emission is still missing. Due to the high sensitivity
regarding smallest changes in the surface or bulk material, PL
measurements could provide new information about the dynamics
of catalytic processes, such as the migration of molecular adsor-
bates, surface charge transfer processes or the characterization
and identication of active centers of CoxFe3�xO4.31,42

Here, we demonstrate that a broad green emission is
detected for CoxFe3�xO4 (x ¼ 0.4 to 2.5) nanoparticles under UV
laser irradiation (lexc ¼ 270 nm) as well. Although a change in
the Co/Fe ratio should result in a change in the spinel-type
structure and the band gap energy,52 no systematic variation
of the emission wavelength with Co/Fe ratio is found. To gain
further insights into a possible molecular character of the
observed broad green emission, atmosphere-dependent inves-
tigations are carried out indicating terminal and bridging
surface OH groups as emissive species. Using Raman spec-
troscopy, a link between individual emission lines and OH
groups bound to specic metal cations is found. Finally,
photoinduced dehydroxylation is used to investigate the inu-
ence of the Co/Fe ratio on the stability of surface OH groups
against dehydroxylation. A higher OH stability could result in
a better performance of Co-rich nanoparticles in the electro-
chemical splitting of water.
Experimental
Materials

Metal acetylacetonates (Co(acac)2, 99%; Fe(acac)3, 97%), poly(-
ethyleneimine) (PEI; branched, MW ¼ 800 by LS) and tri-
ethylene glycol (TEG, 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without further purication.
General synthesis of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles

Co(acac)2 and/or Fe(acac)3 (Table 1) were suspended in 150 mg
of polyethylenimine (PEI) and 10 g of triethylene glycol (TEG),
degassed at 120 �C for 1 h and then stirred at 250 �C for 1 h.
33906 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915
Aer cooling down to ambient temperature, the particles were
precipitated by adding a 1 : 1 mixture of acetone and ethyl
acetate, and the precipitate was isolated by centrifugation
(3000 rpm, 10 min). The powder was washed two times with
acetone and dried at ambient temperature in vacuo. TEM
investigations showed that the size of the resulting nano-
particles varied between 3.5 � 0.7 nm and 7.6 � 1.8 nm (Fig. S1
and Table S1†).

Sample preparation for Raman and PL spectroscopy

All CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles were suspended in ethanol (5.5 �
2.5 mg mL�1) followed by drop-casting of multiple layers on
silicon substrates (5 � 5 mm2). For PL measurements at low
temperatures, GaAs substrates were used instead of silicon.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

To analyze the nanoparticles composition energy dispersive X-
ray (EDX) spectroscopy studies on the nanoparticles were per-
formed using a JEOL JSM6510 scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray detector
(Bruker Quantax 400). The obtained spectra were quantied by
using the soware Esprit 1.9 (Bruker). The determined
compositions of the nanoparticles are summarized in Table S2
in the ESI.†

Transmission electron microscopy

Size and morphology of the nanoparticles were analyzed by
using a JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope (TEM)
operated at 200 kV accelerating voltage. All TEM samples were
prepared by drop casting a powder dispersion in ethanol onto
a carbon lm supported copper grid. The determined particle
size distribution is shown in Fig. S1 and Table S1 in the ESI.†

X-ray diffraction analysis

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the nanoparticle powders
were measured at room temperature by using a Bruker D8
Advance powder diffractometer in Bragg–Brentano geometry
with CuKa radiation (l¼ 0.15418 nm, U¼ 40 kV and I¼ 40mA).
The powder samples were investigated in the diffraction angle
range 5� to 90�. The analysis of the crystal structure by XRD is
shown in Fig. S2 in the ESI.†
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy was performed in ambient atmosphere
with a NTEGRA Spectra system from NT-MDT with a laser
wavelength of 532 nm, a spot size of 0.6 mm (100� objective),
a laser power density of S ¼ 0.3 � 103 kW cm�2, a 600 mm�1

grating and a spectral resolution of 6.5 cm�1. For the Raman
spectra a 10 mm � 10 mm area was scanned and a total of 100
measurements were averaged. The analysis of the crystal
structure by Raman spectroscopy is shown in Fig. S3 in the ESI.†
Photoluminescence spectroscopy

Photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed with a pulsed
frequency-tripled titanium-sapphire laser (Mira 900 from
Coherent, frequency �76 MHz, pulse width of �130 fs) with
a laser wavelength of 270 nm and a pulse uence r ¼ 2 mJ cm�2.
The photoluminescence of the samples was collected with an
iHR320 monochromator and a Symphony II CCD camera from
Horiba Scientic. The spectral resolution Dl is around 3 nm for
a 150 mm�1 grating and a 150 mm slit width.

Atmosphere dependent investigations were carried out in
a cryostat (Janis ST-300) which was evacuated for vacuum
investigations. For investigations in an oxygen-rich atmosphere
the cryostat was ooded with synthetic air (20 � 2% O2/N2). In
order to carry out investigations in humid air, room air from the
Fig. 1 (a) Normalized PL spectra of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles with x ¼ 0
the normalized PL spectra of Co1.6Fe1.4O4 nanoparticles in humid air and v
intensity of the Co1.6Fe1.4O4 nanoparticle emission under UV irradiation
immediately afterwards in humid air. The PL measurements are detected
are recorded immediately after starting the UV irradiation.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
environment with a relative humidity (RH) of 45� 1%was used.
During the PL measurements the cryostat was permanently
open to these ambient conditions. Before a PL investigation was
taken in humid air, the nanoparticle samples were stored in
humid air for a few days. Before measurements were taken in
vacuum atmosphere, a vacuum was drawn for over 16 hours
with a nal pressure of �10�6 mbar.

Time dependent photoluminescence measurements during
which the atmosphere was changed were carried out without
interruption and removing the sample. For this purpose, a vacuum
was rst generated again for 16 hours and PL measurements were
carried out in vacuum atmosphere at constant time intervals.
Without interrupting the continuously running PLmeasurements,
the cryostat was then ooded with humid room air (45 � 1%). PL
measurements with a change in the atmospheric conditions from
vacuum to a dry, oxygen-rich atmosphere (20 � 2% O2/N2) were
carried out in the same way without interruption or removal of the
sample. For low temperature photoluminescence measurements,
the cryostat was cooled with liquid helium.
Results and discussion

To identify possible contributions of surface adsorbates on the
PL emission of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles, we on purpose
change both, atmosphere as well as UV irradiation time. Fig. 1a
.4 and 2, respectively, in humid air (RH of �45 � 1%). (b) Comparison of
acuum (�10�6mbar). (c) Time dependent behavior of the integrated PL
. The nanoparticles are first examined in vacuum (0 to 160 min) and
under pulsed UV irradiation (lexc ¼ 270 nm, r ¼ 2 mJ cm�2). All spectra

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915 | 33907
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shows the PL spectrum of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles with a Co
content of x ¼ 0.4 and 2, respectively, under pulsed UV excita-
tion (lexc ¼ 270 nm). The measurement of the nanoparticle's
emission is carried out in humid air (RH of �45 � 1%). A broad
emission between 350 nm and 750 nm with two emission
maxima at around 506 nm and 530 nm is detected for all
nanoparticles. The spectral position of these two emission
maxima is the same for all nanoparticles (Fig. S4†), only the
respective intensity changes. For Fe-rich samples (x ¼ 0.4 and
0.9), the emission maximum at around 506 nm is dominant,
while for Co-rich samples (x > 1.6), the emission maximum at
around 530 nm is more intense. According to the position of
these two emission maxima, characteristic emissions at 506 nm
(emission line S1) and 530 nm (emission line S2) are identied.

A broad green emission for metal oxides was previously
addressed to optical transitions associated with oxygen defect
states under the participation of the band edges or near band
edge defects states.33,39–41 Such an emission process can occur
via the recombination of an electron from the conduction band
with a hole trapped by an oxygen vacancy.40,53 Alternatively, an
electron can be trapped by an oxygen vacancy and then
recombine with a hole in the valence band or a nearby defect
state.41,54 In both cases either the conduction or the valence
band edge is involved in the emission process. However, if the
Co/Fe ratio for CoxFe3�xO4 changes from Fe-rich (x ¼ 0.4 and
0.9) to Co-rich nanoparticles (x > 1.6), a change in the spinel
crystal structure from a more inverse spinel phase to a more
normal spinel phase occurred (Fig. S2 and S3†) and thus
a change in the electronic band structure occurs as well.52 As
a result, the detected emission would have to shi with Co/Fe
ratio, which cannot be seen in Fig. 1 and S4.† The emission
lines S1 and S2 remain unchanged for all CoxFe3�xO4 nano-
particles regarding their spectral position. Consequently, an
optical transition via oxygen vacancies appears unlikely.

Charge transfer processes between surface metal and oxygen
ions are oen discussed as a cause of emissions for metal oxides
as well. Under UV excitation, the metal–oxygen complex can be
brought into the excited state and lead to the emission of
photons in the green spectral range during the subsequent
radiative recombination.31,55 However, if metal oxides are
exposed to humid air, OH groups as well as (physisorbed) water
molecules or oxygen species are present on the surface.46,56,57 As
a result of this surface coverage, which is unavoidable in humid
air, nearly no emission from surface metal–oxygen compounds
can occur. Emissions related to such surface charge transfer
processes are almost completely quenched by adsorbed mole-
cules (i.e. O2) and can only be detected in vacuum aer
annealing at high outgassing temperatures.31 Therefore, an
optical transition related to charge transfer processes as the
cause of the detected emission under ambient conditions
appears to be unlikely.

When exposed to UV light, surface adsorbates themselves
can also cause an emission. The adsorbates that are primarily
made responsible for the occurrence of a broad green emission
are OH groups with absorption bands in an energy range >
3.4 eV and thus excitable by high-energy UV irradiation.35–38,58

OH groups present in the gas phase are usually assigned to
33908 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915
narrow emission lines in the UV range.44 These emissions
related to OH species are attributed to the photoinduced
generation of OH radicals (OH*) and their subsequent radiative
recombination.43,44,47,59 Aer UV excitation, optical transitions
between the rst excited electronic state A2S+ and the electronic
ground state X2P of OH* can occur.44,47 However, if the OH
groups are bound to a (metal oxide) surface, broad emissions at
lower energies are observed.36,38,45,46 Here, the OH groups can be
excited either directly or indirectly via the metal oxide surface
and a subsequent energy transfer to an OH group.46

By studying the emission of gradually annealed Al2O3, it was
shown that dehydroxylation of the surface and the removal of
OH groups signicantly reduces the intensity of a broad green
emission with a maximum at around 570 nm.38 Additional
gravimetric investigations proved that this high temperature-
dependent decrease in emission intensity follows the decrease
in the density of OH groups on the metal oxide surface.36,38 By
investigating hydroxylated MgO surfaces different types of
surface OH groups were identied via photoluminescence
measurements.46 A broad emission in the range from 300 nm to
600 nm was detected and emission maxima at 410 nm and
470 nm were assigned to different types of surface OH groups.
Their electronic structure and vibration properties are very
sensitive to the local structure and topology of the metal oxide
surface and, in particular, to the coverage and environment of
the OH groups.45,46 Adsorbates such as OH groups as the cause
of the emission would also explain why similar broad emission
bands in the green spectral range were observed in various
metal oxides with completely different electronic struc-
tures.32,34,38 Beside OH groups, adsorbate emissions from oxygen
species on themetal oxide surface have to be considered as well.
If an excitation wavelength in a range between 250 nm and
300 nm is used, emission lines between 340 nm and 420 nm
through A03Du / X3Sg

� progressions of the O2 molecule can
occur47,60 and thus also make a contribution to the broad
emission observed.

In case the emission is caused by adsorbates like OH groups
and/or O2 molecules on the nanoparticle surface, two assump-
tions can be made regarding the emission behavior. First, the
emission should be sensitive to the atmosphere and a reduction
in the coverage of the nanoparticle surface with adsorbates
should result in a reduction in emission intensity. This is
a crucial difference between an emission caused by adsorbates
and an emission related to charge transfer processes of surface
metal–oxygen complexes as the latter should increase with
decreasing surface coverage. Second, this process should be
reversible, and the initial emission intensity should be reached
again when the initial coverage is restored.

Fig. 1b shows a comparison of the Co1.6Fe1.4O4 nanoparticle
emission spectrum in humid air and in vacuum. Before the
emission spectrum is recorded in humid air, the sample was
stored in air for several days and before the measurement is
taken in vacuum atmosphere, a vacuum was drawn for 16
hours. The emission spectrum widens in vacuum towards the
low-energy tail and the formation of several weak emission
shoulders is detected. In addition, another shoulder is formed
on the high-energy side in a wavelength range of 350 nm to
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) Time dependent behavior of the integrated PL intensity of
the Co1.6Fe1.4O4 nanoparticle emission under UV irradiation (lexc ¼
270 nm, r ¼ 2 mJ cm�2). The sample was first examined for 11 min in
vacuum atmosphere and immediately afterwards exposed to synthetic
air (20� 2%O2/N2). (b) Associated emission spectra after an irradiation
time of 0 and 10 min in vacuum and after 60 min in synthetic air.
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430 nm. Besides these changes, the emission maximum does
not shi. The detected emission in the UV spectral range can
result from oxygen molecules. For the free O2 molecule in the
gas phase, A03Du / X3Sg

� transitions between the ground
vibrational mode of the excited state (n0 ¼ 0) and the vibrational
modes n00 ¼ 3 to n00 ¼ 7 of the ground state result in emission
lines between 337 nm and 420 nm.47 Emission lines for the 0–5
to 0–7 transitions occur at wavelengths of around 375 nm,
396 nm and 420 nm.21,60 An assignment of the emission features
observed here at around 350 nm to 430 nm to these transitions
of the O2 molecule is conrmed by low-temperature studies at
10 K of the CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles (Fig. S5†). Here, emission
lines at 376 nm, 393 nm and 418 nm are well resolved and in
good agreement with the 0–5 to 0–7 transitions of the free O2

molecule. The O2 molecules that are responsible for this UV
emission do not stem from the background atmosphere but are
rather formed during dehydroxylation under UV irradiation.47

However, if the surface coverage with water or OH groups is too
high, these adsorbates are expected to interact with the O2 mole-
cules and weaken their emissions. For this reason, the emission
can only be observed in a protective (vacuum) atmosphere. This
contradiction at rst sight, that water/OH groups are prerequisites
for the O2 emission but prevent the same emission if the coverage
is too high, is explained in more detail below.

Fig. 1c shows a temporally resolved PL study for Co1.6Fe1.4O4

nanoparticles in two different atmospheres. Under permanent
UV irradiation, the nanoparticles are rst examined for 160 min
in a vacuum atmosphere and then for further 140 min in humid
air. In vacuum, the integrated emission intensity drops rapidly
aer the start of irradiation with a time constant of about 3 min.
Aer this pronounced initial drop, the emission intensity reaches
�0.6 times the initial intensity aer 160min of irradiation. It must
be noted that the samples were stored in vacuum (10�6 mbar) over
a period of 16 hours prior to these measurements. By creating
a vacuum, adsorbates are partially removed from a metal oxide
surface. Physisorbedmolecules, such as water or O2, weakly bound
to ametal oxide surface through van derWaals forces, are expected
to be removed from the surface in vacuum even at room temper-
ature.61,62 In addition to physisorbed water, water molecules can
also be bound to the surface through dissociative chemisorption.
This second type of bond creates OH groups on the surface that
desorb in a vacuum only at higher temperatures.61,62 Thus, it is not
possible to completely remove all OH groups from the surface of
metal oxides as even under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions,
some of the OH groups always remain on the surface.63

If metal oxides are now irradiated with high-energy UV
photons, further OH groups can be removed from the surface by
a photochemical dissociation process.44,64 In case the PL is
caused by OH groups, this should lead to a drop in intensity as
a result,38 in good agreement with our ndings. The observed
decrease in emission intensity in vacuum can therefore be
explained by a dehydroxylation process and the removal of OH
groups on the nanoparticles surface, triggered by UV irradia-
tion. If such a dehydroxylated nanoparticle surface is exposed to
humid air, it is again covered with OH groups by (photoin-
duced) dissociation of water molecules from the environment.
The dissociation of water and formation of new OH groups
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
under UV irradiation apparently predominates the photoin-
duced removal of OH groups in humid air aer a vacuum
treatment. Thus, the emission intensity increases (up to 1.2
times of the initial emission intensity), consistent with our
assumption of a reversible removal of OH groups from the
surface in vacuum and a (re-) coverage with OH groups in
humid air.

The importance of a humid environment and water/OH
groups on the surface for the observed emission is supported
by studies in a dry, oxygen-rich environment (Fig. 2a). Phys-
isorbed water was again removed by drawing a vacuum (for 16
hours) and subsequent UV irradiation (0 to 11 min) before the
sample was exposed to synthetic air (20 � 2% O2/N2). Fig. 2a
shows a decrease of the integrated PL intensity in vacuum
atmosphere due to the removal of residual surface OH groups as
discussed above. Aer exposing the nanoparticles to synthetic
air, the emission intensity drops even further, in strong contrast
to what is observed aer exposure to humid air. Hereby, a steady
decrease in emission intensity would be expected. When
changing the atmosphere, however, it cannot be ruled out that
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915 | 33909
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there will be a minimal displacement of the sample. This leads
to the irradiation of a different sample area, resulting in a slight
increase in emission intensity when the atmosphere is changed.
The decrease in emission intensity in synthetic air with time
clearly demonstrates that oxygen adsorbates cannot be
responsible for the green emission and strengthens the
importance of a humid environment. The experimental nding
agrees well with the assignment of the broad green emission
primarily to OH groups on the nanoparticles surface.

Fig. 2b shows the associated emission spectra aer 0, 10 and
60 min. The main emission with the maximum in the green
spectral range as well as the low-energy side remain unchanged
over the whole time range. Surprisingly, a pronounced emission
feature around 380–430 nm becomes stronger in vacuum with
respect to a synthetic air environment as was previously re-
ported for Al2O3 and SiO2 nanoparticles.47 Anjiki et al. detected
three emission lines at 372 nm (374 nm), 392 nm (394 nm) and
414 nm (416 nm), which only occurred in vacuum atmosphere.
As described before, these emission lines are in accordance with
our low temperature measurements (Fig. S5†) and therefore
assigned to optical transitions of O2 molecules that are formed
under UV irradiation. According to Anjiki et al.,47 the oxygen
species responsible for these emission lines do not originate
from adsorbed O2 molecules but are photoinduced during
surface dehydroxylation. As a result of the surface dehydrox-
ylation, a M–O2 defect pair is formed, which split under UV
irradiation resulting in a UV/blue emission from the excited O2

molecule.47 This is in agreement with our observations. The
emission feature at 380–430 nm cannot be observed in an O2-
rich atmosphere, instead the presence of water/OH appears to
be a prerequisite. On the other hand, if the surface coverage
with water is too high, however, it also seems to weaken the O2

related emission. In humid air, neighboring surface water
molecules can interact with the M–O2 defect pair via hydrogen
bonds.47 This affects the vibrational properties of the defect
pair, the emission smears out and a weaker spectrally broad
emission feature in the UV/blue range is observed in humid
air.47 For this reason, the O2 emission resulting from photoin-
duced dehydroxylation is only observed in a protective atmo-
sphere. Here, CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticle do not necessarily have
to be in a vacuum atmosphere. By storing CoxFe3�xO4 nano-
particles in a N2 protective atmosphere, the UV/blue emission
can be detected as well (Fig. S6†).

As seen in Fig. 1 and 2, the temporal behavior of the OH
groups-related green emission of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles is
very sensitive to both UV irradiation as well as atmospheric
conditions, supporting the adsorbate character of the broad
green emission. The Co/Fe ratio of the nanoparticles does not
change the spectral position of the emission lines, whereas it
plays a crucial role in the temporal behavior of the emission.
The time dependent behavior of the broad green emission of
Co0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles with a low Co content is shown in
Fig. 3 under permanent UV irradiation in humid air. For these
Fe-rich samples (x ¼ 0.4), initially an increase in emission
intensity by a factor of 3.4 is detected. Aer an irradiation time
of 12 minutes, the integrated emission intensity saturates and
then decreases until it nearly reaches the original emission
33910 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915
intensity (2 � 106 cts s�1) aer 90 minutes. Interestingly,
pronounced low-energy features in the PL spectra evolve under
UV irradiation for Fe-rich nanoparticles in humid air (Fig. 3b).
At the beginning of irradiation, an emission between 350 nm
and 750 nm with a maximum at a wavelength of 506 nm (S1) is
observed. Aer 10 minutes, the emission maximum has shied
to 530 nm (S2) and further secondary maxima begin to develop
on the low-energy side. Aer 90 min of irradiation, four further
maxima have nally formed at around 561 nm (S3), 602 nm (S4),
640 nm (S5) and 686 nm (S6). All nanoparticles with a low Co-
content (x ¼ 0.4 to x ¼ 1.6) show a similar behavior of the
emission intensity under UV irradiation in humid air (Fig. S7†).

As described above, a possible explanation for the observed
time dependent behavior of the PL is the dehydroxylation and
decrease of the surface coverage under UV irradiation. The
emission of an adsorbate emission species, such as OH groups,
is expected to be weakened and/or broadened by the presence of
water. Charge transfers between emission species and water are
discussed as the cause of the PL quenching of the emission
species.65 Thus, if physisorbed water molecules are removed
from the surface, an increase in intensity of the OH-related
emission results. In addition, OH groups may form on the
metal oxide surface because of water dissociation, which
contributes to an increase in the emission intensity as well.

The drop in emission intensity for nanoparticles with x¼ 0.4
to 1.6 aer about 10 min indicates that not only the amount of
water molecules on the surface, but also the amount of OH
groups successively decrease. Stoyanovskii et al.38 made similar
observations investigating the emission of d- and g-Al2O3 oxides
which had been gradually dehydroxylated by thermal treatment.
They detected a broad green emission with a maximum at
�570 nm, which was also assigned to surface OH groups. The
intensity of the OH related emission increased at low annealing
temperatures due to the removal of water. Aerwards, at higher
temperatures, the intensity decreased due to the removal of OH
groups.38 During surface dehydroxylation Stoyanovskii et al.
observed, as in this work, additional emission lines formed on
the low-energy side of the broad PL. This spectral change during
annealing has been assigned to the formation of new types of
OH groups because of surface dehydroxylation. The new OH
group types generate new emission lines at wavelengths
>570 nm and thus cause a broadening and shi of the emission
to lower energies.38 This observation is in nice agreement with
the generation of the discrete emission maxima S3–S6 found in
our experiments aer 90 min of UV irradiation in humid air.

There are various studies and models that describe the
behavior of OH groups on metal oxide surfaces during such
a dehydroxylation process.35,66–68 According to a model of Tsy-
ganenko et al.,67 which was developed for spinel-type oxides
using the example of g-Al2O3, the surface of an ideal spinel
oxide is covered with different types of OH groups. This
coverage is unavoidable on a spinel oxide in humid air. OH
groups can attach to the spinel oxide surface through a bond to
one, two or three metal ions, whereby a distinction is made
whether the metal ion is located on a tetrahedral (MT) or an
octahedral site (MO). This results in a total of six different OH
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a) Time dependent behavior of the integrated PL intensity of the Co0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticle emission under UV irradiation (lexc ¼ 270 nm,
r ¼ 2 mJ cm�2) in humid air; (b) associated emission spectra at the beginning (0 min and 10 min) and at the end of UV irradiation (90 min) in humid air.
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groups (OHT, OHO, OHTT, OHTO, OHTTT and OHTTO) with bonds
to metal cations that can be found on a spinel oxides surface.67

When a dehydroxylation of the surface starts, for example by
thermal treatment or UV laser irradiation, water and/or OH
groups are removed from the surface.38 According to Breysse
et al.35 the removal of water on a metal oxide occurs at an earlier
stage than the removal of OH groups. If an OH group is
removed, a metal cation with a reduced coordination number
remains. If this metal cation is involved in the coordination sphere
of another OH group, the bonding properties of this remainingOH
group change and consequently a new OH type arises on the
surface.67 Thus, through this coupling of two neighboring OH
groups, i.e., the removal of one and the conversion of the other
group, new kinds of OH can come into being during a dehydrox-
ylation process. This expected behavior is in nice agreement with
the spectral change that is detected in the emission spectra during
the UV irradiation of Co0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles.

The emission behavior over time, which is shown in Fig. 3,
can therefore be divided into two steps. (i) At the beginning of
Fig. 4 (a) Time dependent behavior of the integrated PL intensity of the C
2 mJ cm�2) in humid air; (b) associated emission spectra at the beginning (

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the UV irradiation the emission intensity increases. This
behavior can be explained by the removal of (physisorbed) water
molecules from the surface and/or the conversion into OH groups,
dominating over the removal of individual OH groups from the
surface. (ii) The emission intensity reaches its maximum aer 10
minutes of irradiation and starts to drop. This indicates that the
weaker bound physisorbed water has been eliminated from the
surface and OH groups desorb more and more. At the same time,
aer the model of Tsyganenko et al.,67 neighboring OH groups
begin to couple with one another and new emission lines form on
the low-energy side while the overall emission intensity decreases.
This behavior is consistent with the hypothesis that neighboring
OH groups couple with each other during dehydroxylation, thereby
forming new OH groups with different bonds to surface metal
cations. These new OH groups generate new emission lines (S3–S6)
on the low energy side.

Surprisingly, a different time dependent PL behavior under
UV irradiation is observed for CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles with
a higher Co-content (x ¼ 2) (see Fig. 4). Analogous to the Fe-rich
o2Fe1O4 nanoparticle emission under UV irradiation (lexc¼ 270 nm, r¼
0min and 10min) and at the end of UV irradiation (50min) in humid air.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915 | 33911
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sample, the emission intensity of Co2Fe1O4 nanoparticles
initially increases and reaches 2.3 times the original emission
intensity aer about 10 minutes. However, in contrast to
Co0.4Fe2.6O4, nanoparticles (see Fig. 3), there is no subsequent
drop in emission intensity. Instead, the intensity continues to
increase and reaches 3.8 times the original intensity aer �50
minutes. Interestingly, in addition to this different develop-
ment of the emission intensity over time, there is no spectral
change in emission. Over the entire time range considered, the
shape of the Co2Fe1O4 emission remains almost unchanged
with a maximum at around 530 nm. Regarding its spectral
position, this emission maximum agrees well with the emission
line S2 of the Co0.4Fe2.6O4 nanoparticles. It appears that for Co-
rich nanoparticles there is primarily a decrease in physisorbed
water on the surface responsible for the rising PL intensity with
time, and no decrease in the amount of OH groups bound to the
surface. Consequently, no emission from the S3–S6 bands is
observed, i.e., a coupling of neighboring OH groups during
dehydroxylation and the related formation of new OH groups
with different bonds to surface metal cations does not occur for
Co-rich nanoparticles. If new OH groups are formed on Co-rich
nanoparticles, these primarily have the same bonds to the
surface that cause the S2 emission again. OH groups with
different bonds to the surface (S3–S6) can only occur on dehy-
droxylated surfaces (see Fig. 3).

In order to understand the differences in the temporal
emission behavior of Fe-rich and Co-rich CoxFe3�xO4 nano-
particles in more detail, a connection between the nano-
particles surface structure and the OH-related emissionmust be
established. When considering real spinel structures, vacancies,
edges or corners must also be taken into account. It is expected
that the latter will have no inuence on the type of OH group
(still only six OH types occur) but on their respective quantity.67

E.g., at edges, OH groups have a lower number of surrounding
metal cations, which is why terminal OH groups, i.e. OHT or
OHO, are primarily formed. This effect is particularly dominant
in the case of nanoparticles and must be considered when
interpreting the PL spectra.67 Under the simplied assumption
that each OH group generates the same number of photons, we
assign the two emission maxima at the beginning of the irra-
diation (S1, S2) to OHT and OHO.

Furthermore, the dehydroxylation of the surface of a spinel
oxide and the reaction of neighboring OH groups with one
another does not take place in a random process. Desorption
occurs rst in couples in which the rst partner A is a basic
group and has the highest negative charge (i.e. OHT) and
partner B is the most acidic and thus has the lowest negative
charge (i.e. OHTTO).66,67 We thus expect that due to their larger
negative charge, OHT groups are converted into new OH groups
earlier in time than OHO and are aerwards no longer present
on the surface.67 Therefore, we assign the initial emission
maximum for Fe-rich nanoparticles (x ¼ 0.4, see Fig. 3) at
506 nm (S1) to OHT and the second emission maximum at
530 nm (S2), which is present until the end of the irradiation, to
OHO groups. An exact assignment of the emission lines that
occur on the low-energy side with increasing irradiation time is
33912 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 33905–33915
not possible. These occur through terminal and bridging OH
groups that arise because of dehydroxylation.

In a second step, it is important to understand the change in
the crystal structure from Co-rich (x ¼ 2.5) to Fe-rich (x ¼ 0.4)
nanoparticles. For this purpose, the CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles
are examined by XRD analysis and Raman spectroscopy (for
a detailed analysis see Fig. S2 and S3†). Using these methods, it
is determined that the crystal structure converts from
a predominantly normal spinel for Co-rich nanoparticles to
a more mixed inverse spinel for Fe-rich nanoparticles.69 This in
turn affects which metal cations occupy the octahedral and
tetrahedral sites, respectively. Raman spectroscopy indicates
that in Co-rich nanoparticles, Co2+ ions are mainly present on
the tetrahedral sites (Co2+tet) and Co3+ as well as Fe3+ ions
occupy mainly octahedral sites (Co3+oct or Fe3+oct). As the Fe
content increases, Co2+tet are exchanged by Fe3+ ions. The
octahedral sites of Fe-rich nanoparticles are mainly occupied by
Fe3+oct ions (as well as Co

2+
oct) and the spinel structure becomes

more inverse.
By comparing the PL spectra of the Fe-rich and Co-rich

nanoparticles (see Fig. 3 and 4) with these data, the emission
lines are connected to OH groups on specic metal cations. The
emission line at 506 nm (S1) is dominant for Fe-rich nano-
particles at the beginning of the UV irradiation, so it appears to
be related to Fe cations and is assigned to terminal OH groups
on tetrahedral sites as well. With increasing Co content, Fe3+tet
ions are exchanged by Co2+tet ions and the S1 maximum no
longer dominates the PL spectrum. The emission line at 530 nm
(S2) is dominant for Co-rich nanoparticles, thus S2 is attributed
to Co cations and as mentioned before, assigned to terminal OH
groups on octahedral sides. With increasing Co content, the
octahedral sites are mainly occupied by Co3+oct (as well as
Fe3+oct) and the emissionmaximum S2 dominates the spectrum.
Thus, it appears that the emission line S1 is dominant if Fe3+ is
mainly present on tetrahedral sites and the emission line S2 if
Co3+ is on the octahedral sites.

Such surface OH groups bound to metal cations are expected
to be of importance for the (electro) catalytic properties of metal
oxides.70,71 Especially OH groups bound to Co3+ are of signi-
cance for the splitting of water via cobalt oxide catalysts.72 In
case of Co3O4 nanoparticles two active centers were identied. A
slow site was assigned to CoIV]O surface complexes and a fast
site with higher catalytic efficiency to pairs of CoIII–OH surface
centers linked by O atoms. The oxo-bridged CoIII centers are in
the octahedral coordination of the Co3O4 crystal structure.72 A
prerequisite for the high catalytic activity in the water oxidation
of Co3O4 is therefore the presence of OH groups on CoIII

complexes on octahedral sites. In addition to the catalysts'
active sites, the stability of surface adsorbates and reaction
products plays a signicant role for the oxygen evolution reac-
tion (OER).70,73 Our investigations show that Co-rich nano-
particles with a strong emission line S2 related to OH on Co3+oct
appear to be more stable to dehydroxylation than their Fe-rich
counterparts (see Fig. 3 and 4). A difference in the OH group
stability affects the OER performance73 and can thus provide
additional information about the overpotential of Co-rich Cox-
Fe3�xO4. A four-step proton/electron mechanism is typically
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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given for the OER reaction on the surface of (metal) oxide
catalysts.73,74 Here, *OOH, *OH, and *O represent intermediate
surface species bound to active sites (denoted by *).

* + H2O / *OH + H+ + e� (1)

*OH / *O + H+ + e� (2)

*O + H2O / *OOH + H+ + e� (3)

*OOH / * + O2 + H+ + e� (4)

The reaction step between two absorbed intermediate
products with the maximum difference in the chemical Gibbs
binding energy DGi–j is the rate-determining step and crucial for
the OER overpotential.73,75,76 The rate of the individual steps is
limited by the formation and stability of the intermediate
products (O*, OH* and OOH*) bound to the active sites. In
literature, there is no uniform picture regarding the rate-limiting
step of OER on cobalt oxide systems. The crucial role for the
OER overpotential is assigned to the rst, second or third reaction
step.71,77 Theoretical calculations by Bajdich et al.71 for Co3O4 and
CoOOH showed that the rst and third reaction step, depending
on the crystal planes considered, and the formation of OH* and
HOO* are of decisive importance. Chen et al.70 investigated cobalt
oxides and the inuence of Ni doping on water splitting via
CoOOH. In agreement with Bajdich et al., the lower catalytic
activity of undoped CoOOH was assigned to the limitation of
CoOOH by the rst reaction step. The formation of OH groups on
undoped CoOOH is costly in terms of energy, but they observed
a higher stability of the OH groups aer doping with Ni. The
higher OH binding energy on the doped system improves the OH
formation and thus decreases the overpotential.70

Our optical investigations of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles show
an insightful observation regarding the stability of surface OH
groups against dehydroxylation. A dominant emission line S2
can be observed on Co-rich nanoparticles, which is associated
with OH on Co3+oct. Further emission lines S3–S6 (due to new
OH groups formed during dehydroxylation) are not observed. In
contrast to this, Fe-rich samples show a dominant emission line
S1, which is supposed to be caused by OH groups bound to
Fe3+tet. With increasing irradiation time of Fe-rich nano-
particles, emission line S1 becomes weaker and the emission
lines S2–S6 dominate the spectrum. Thus, OH groups on Co-rich
nanoparticles (with Co3+oct on octahedral sites) appear to have
a higher stability regarding photoinduced dehydroxylation.
According to this correlation, one might expect lower over-
potentials of Co-rich CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles caused by the
presence of OH bound to Co3+oct, their higher stability and the
resulting improvement in the formation of OH in the OER. This
observation for CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles agrees well with theo-
retical and experimental investigations of Co3O4 and CoOOH.71,73
Conclusion

In conclusion, we investigated the atmosphere dependent PL
emission behavior of CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles (x ¼ 0.4 to 2.5).
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
All nanoparticles show a broad green emission under high-
energy UV irradiation of 270 nm with an emission maximum
consisting of two emission lines at around 506 nm and 530 nm.
Using time-dependent PL investigations in humid air, vacuum
and dry oxygen environment, the broad emission was attributed
to different types of terminal and bridging OH groups on the
nanoparticles surface. By additionally performing XRD and
Raman spectroscopy, a connection between these emission
lines and the surface structure was established. The dominant
emission lines at around 506 nm and 530 nm are caused by OH
groups terminally bound to metal cations on the tetrahedral
(Fe3+tet) or octahedral site (Co3+oct), respectively. The surface
coverage of Co-rich CoxFe3�xO4 nanoparticles (x ¼ 2) was found
to be signicantly more stable with respect to photoinduced
dehydroxylation. We hypothesize, that this enhanced stability of
OH groups could be a possible cause of a better electrocatalytic
performance of Co-rich nanoparticles compared to their Fe-rich
counterparts.
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